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An angular spectrum representation is applied for a description of statistical properties of arbitrary beamlike
fields propagating through atmospheric turbulence. The Rytov theory is used for the characterization of the
perturbation of the field by the atmosphere. In particular, we derive expressions for the cross-spectral density
of a coherent and a partially coherent beam of arbitrary type in the case when the power spectrum of atmo-
spheric fluctuations is described by the von Karman model. We illustrate the method by applying it to the
propagation of several model beams through the atmosphere. © 2007 Optical Society of America
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. INTRODUCTION
here is much interest in using laser light for point-to-
oint communications and for laser radar systems, due to
oth the secure nature of highly directional lasers and the
igh bandwidth associated with optical frequencies. How-
ver, atmospheric turbulence can significantly degrade an
ptical signal over even relatively short distances, and
uch work has been done to study the effects of turbu-

ence on the spreading, coherence, and scintillation char-
cteristics of light.
In recent years, there has been an increasing body of

esearch, which suggests that partially coherent beams
ay be less affected by turbulence than their fully coher-

nt counterparts and hence might be better suited to at-
ospheric applications. Earlier work focused on the aver-

ge beam width1–5 and coherence properties of such
eams, while more recent studies6–8 have shown that un-
er proper circumstances the scintillation properties
ould be superior for partially coherent beams.

The studies mentioned above focus primarily either on
oherent Gaussian beams or on Gaussian Schell-model
eams,9 a broad but special class of optical fields with a
aussian intensity profile and a Gaussian correlation

unction. There is significant evidence, however, that
ther classes of beams might provide even better improve-
ent. Notable among these are nondiffracting beams,10

hich have been shown theoretically to be resistant to
mplitude and phase fluctuations11 and therefore possibly
o turbulence,12,13 and also vortex beams,14,15 whose in-
erent orbital angular momentum may provide additional
esistance.16
1084-7529/07/030745-8/$15.00 © 2
Due to the complex nature of atmospheric turbulence,
alculations involving beams of arbitrary shape and co-
erence are difficult and must be started over for every
ew field. A formalism for studying general beam classes

s therefore desirable but does not currently exist. In
hysical optics, however, the angular spectrum
epresentation9 of wave fields has been extremely suc-
essful in the study of both coherent and partially coher-
nt fields of arbitrary shape. This representation involves
he decomposition of a general field into a sum of plane
aves of different directions, which can then be individu-
lly propagated through the optical system of interest.
he field at any point throughout the optical system can
e calculated by recombining the contributions of the in-
ividual plane waves. Because the propagation character-
stics of plane waves in turbulence are well known,17 such
n approach seems helpful for atmospheric propagation
roblems as well.
In this paper, we introduce an angular spectrum repre-

entation for partially coherent fields of arbitrary inten-
ity profile and spatial coherence propagating in atmo-
pheric turbulence. In particular, we derive an expression
or the cross-spectral density function of the field (second-
rder coherence properties). Also, the method is outlined
or the calculation of the intensity correlations (fourth-
rder coherence properties) in this representation. We il-
ustrate the method by applying it to the propagation of
everal model beams. We first demonstrate that the tech-
iques lead to the results, which are in good agreement
ith ones based on the classic approach, using (coherent)
aussian beams and Gaussian Schell-model beams. We
007 Optical Society of America
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hen show how the method works for (coherent) Bessel
eams.

. ANGULAR SPECTRUM REPRESENTATION
F OPTICAL FIELDS PROPAGATING
HROUGH A RANDOM MEDIUM
. Coherent Fields
e start by considering a monochromatic field U�r ,�� at

requency � at a point with position vector r= �� ,z� ,�
�x ,y� propagating in vacuum from the plane z=0 into a
ositive half-space z�0 (see Fig. 1). The space-dependent
art of this field can be expressed in terms of its angular
pectrum of plane waves (see Ref. 9, Subsection 3.2.2),
.e.,

U�r,�� =�� a�u,��Pu�r,��d2u�, �2.1�

here

Pu�r,�� = exp�ik�u · r�� �2.2�

s the plane wave propagating in the direction specified by
nit vector u= �ux ,uy ,uz�, k=� /c is the wavenumber, c is
he speed of light in vacuum, u�= �ux ,uy ,0�, and

uz = + �1 − u�
2 . �2.3�

e take the integration in Eq. (2.1) over the region �u� �
1, which is equivalent to assuming that the evanescent
aves of the angular spectrum can be neglected. In Eq.

2.1), a�u ,�� is the amplitude of a plane wave in the an-
ular spectrum, which can be determined from the field
0�r� ,�� in the source plane by the formula

a�u,�� =
1

�2��2 �� U0�r�,��Pu
* �r�,��d2r�, �2.4�

here r�= ��� ,0�, ��= �x� ,y�� is a point in the source plane,
nd the asterisk denotes complex conjugation.
If the field propagates in a random medium, which fills

he half-space z�0, we may write a formula similar to
q. (2.1),

Fig. 1. Illustrating the notation.
U�r,�� =�� a�u,��Pu
T�r,��d2u�, �2.5�

here Pu
T�r ,�� represents a plane wave distorted by the

andom medium with direction u and evaluated at a point
.

The statistical moments of any order of the field at
oints with position vectors r1 and r2 can then be evalu-
ted from Eq. (2.5). For example, the second moment of
he field at a pair of points, also called the cross-spectral
ensity function, is defined as

W�r1,r2,�� = �U*�r1,��U�r2,��	, �2.6�

here angular brackets denote the ensemble average in
he sense of the coherence theory in the space-frequency
omain.8

When the field propagates in the medium, the cross-
pectral density function then takes the form

�r1,r2,�� = �U*�r1,��U�r2,��	

=���� a*�u1,��a�u2,��

��Pu1

T*�r1,��Pu2

T �r2,��	Td2u1�d2u2�. �2.7�

ere, subscript T denotes the average taken over the re-
lizations of the fluctuating medium.
The beam intensity I�r� at a point with position vector
can be calculated from the last expression by taking r1
r2
r, i.e.,

I�r� 
 W�r,r,�� = �U*�r,��U�r,��	. �2.8�

. Partially Coherent Fields
luctuations in a partially coherent field at a pair of
oints r1= ��1 ,z� and r2= ��2 ,z� may be described in terms
f the cross-spectral density function,

W�r1,r2,�� = �U*�r1,��U�r2,��	, �2.9�

oints r1 and r2 belonging to the positive half-space z
0. In vacuum, the cross-spectral density function can be

epresented in terms of the angular spectrum of the plane
aves of the form9

W�r1,r2,�� =���� A�u1,u2,��Pu1

* �r1,��Pu2
�r2,��

�d2u1�d2u2�, �2.10�

here

A�u1,u2,�� = �a*�u1,��a�u2,��	 �2.11�

s the angular correlation function given by the formula

A�u1,u2,�� =
1

�2��4 ����W�0��r1�,r2�,��

�Pu1

* �r1�,��Pu2
�r2�,��d2r1�d

2r2� . �2.12�

When a partially coherent field described by Eq. (2.10)
ropagates in a random medium, its mutual coherence
unction is given by the expression
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W�r1,r2,�� =���� A�u1,u2,��

��Pu1

T*�r1,��Pu2

T �r2,��	d2u1�d2u2�.

�2.13�

t is to be noted that this formula incorporates two en-
emble averages: the average over the fluctuations of the
eld in the source plane and the average over the fluctua-
ions of the random medium. It is assumed here that
hese two averages are statistically independent. Also, it
an be seen from Eq. (2.13) that the statistical properties
f the field are contained entirely in the function
�u1 ,u2 ,��, which is completely independent of the sta-

istical properties of the medium. Hence, once the statis-
ical properties have been calculated for a given medium,
he propagation characteristics of a beam of any type may
e evaluated in a straightforward manner by carrying out
he integral above.

. SECOND-ORDER RYTOV THEORY FOR
ILTED PLANE WAVES
onsider a wide-sense statistically stationary plane-wave
eld Pu

T�r ,�� propagating through a weakly scattering
andom medium. At any point with position vector r at
requency �, the field can be represented by a so-called
ytov series (cf. Ref. 17, p. 102),

Pu
T�r,�� = Pu�r,��exp��u

�1��r,�� + �u
�2��r,�� + ¯ �,

�3.1�

here Pu�r ,�� is the plane wave in the absence of the me-
ium and �u

�1��r ,��, �u
�2��r ,�� are the complex phase per-

urbations of the first order and of the second order, re-
pectively.

Keeping terms to only second order in the Rytov ap-
roximation, we may write the cross-spectral density
unction Wu1,u2

�r1 ,r2 ,�� for two plane waves propagating
n turbulence as

Wu1,u2
�r1,r2,�� = Pu1

* �r1,��Pu2
�r2,���exp��u2

�1�*�r1,��

+ �u1

�2�*�r1,�� + �u2

�1��r2,�� + �u2

�2��r2,���	.

�3.2�

his expression can be simplified by using the method of
umulants; keeping terms to second order, we may ap-
roximate the average of an exponential function as

�exp���	 � exp���	 +
1

2
���	2 − ��	2� . �3.3�

e show in Appendix A that by applying the Rytov ap-
roximation together with the method of cumulants, the
ross-spectral density may be written in the form

Wu1,u2
�r1,r2,�� = Pu1

* �r1,��Pu2
�r2,��exp�2Eu1,u2

�1� �r1,r2,��

+ Eu1,u2

�2� �r1,r2,���, �3.4�

here
Eu1,u2

�1� �r1,r2,�� = − �k2�
0

L

dz�� d2��n�z,��, �3.5�

Eu1,u2

�2� �r1,r2,�� = 2�k2�
0

L

dz�� d2��n�z,��

�exp�− i�L − z��u1 − u2� · ��

�exp�− i�r2 − r1� · ��, �3.6�

here �n�z ,�� is the power spectrum of atmospheric fluc-
uations, �= ��x ,�y ,�z� is the spatial frequency vector.
imilar expressions have been derived previously for the
pecial cases of a single, normally incident plane wave, a
pherical wave, and a Gaussian beam (Ref. 17, Subsection
.5.3).
In the case when the atmosphere is isotropic, Eqs. (3.5)

nd (3.6) reduce to the expressions

Eu1,u2

�1� �r2 − r1,�� = − 2�2k2�
0

L

dz�
0

	

�d��n�z,��,

�3.7�

u1,u2

�2� �r2 − r1,�� = 4�2k2�
0

L

dz�
0

	

�d��n�z,��

�J0����r2� − r1�� − �L − z��u2� − u1����,

�3.8�

here J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind of zero or-
er and �= ���.
If the power spectrum of atmospheric fluctuations does

ot depend on z, e.g., in the case when the beam propa-
ates along the horizontal path, Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) can be
urther reduced. The moment Eu1,u2

�1� �r2−r1 ,�� then takes
he form

Eu1,u2

�1� �r2 − r1,�� = − 2�2k2L�
0

	

�d��n���. �3.9�

he expression for the moment Eu1,u2

�2� �r2−r1 ,�� may be
ade more analytically tractable by expanding the Bessel

unction in a familiar series form,

0����r2� − r1�� − z�u2� − u1����

= �
m

Jm���r2� − r1���Jm��z�u2� − u1���eim�
r−
u�,

�3.10�

here Jm is the Bessel function of the first kind of order
, 
r, and 
u are the angles that the vectors r2�−r1� and

2�−u1� make with the x axis, respectively. We then use
he closed form [Ref. 18, Eqs. (11.1.3) and (11.1.4)] for the
ntegral over the propagation path z,
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�
0

L

dzJm��z�u2 − u1�� =
1

��u2 − u1���0

�L�u2−u1�

J0�t�dt

− 2�
k=0

m−1

J2k+1��L�u2 − u1��
�3.11�

f m is even and

�
0

L

dzJm��z�u2 − u1�� =
1

��u2,u1��1 − J0��L�u2 − u1��

− 2�
k=0

m

J2k��L�u2 − u1�� �3.12�

f m is odd. The integral for Eu1,u2

�2� �r2−r1 ,�� can therefore
e written as a sum of a series of one-dimensional inte-
rals in �.

With these results, the propagation of a general beam-
ike field may be calculated by substituting from Eq. (3.4)
nto Eq. (2.13), and one finds that

W�r1,r2,�� =���� A�u1,u2,��Pu1

* �r1,��Pu2
�r2,��

� exp�2Eu1,u2

�1� �r1,r2,�� + Eu1,u2

�2� �r1,r2,���

�d2u�1d2u�2. �3.13�

his formula is the main result of our paper. It is an ex-
ression, which can be used to calculate the second-order
haracteristics of a general partially coherent beam
ropagating in turbulence.
It is to be noted that the results described here can be

xtended to calculate the fourth-order characteristics of a
artially coherent field propagating in turbulence, as
ould be needed in studies of intensity fluctuations. The
eeded turbulence characteristic is the average (over the
urbulence) of the product of four plane-wave fields, and it
an be shown in a manner similar to that used above that
his quantity has the form

�Pu1

*T�r1�Pu2

T �r1�Pu3

*T�r2�Pu4

T �r2�	

= Pu1

* �r1�Pu2
�r2�Pu3

* �r3�Pu4
�r4�

�exp�4E�1� + E1,2
�2� �1,1� + E1,4

�2� �1,2� + E3,2
�2� �2,1�

+ E3,4
�2� �2,2�� + �E1,3

�3� �1,2� + E2,4
�3�*�1,2��, �3.14�

here

Ea,b
�3� �1,2� = − 2�k2�

0

L

dz�� d2��n�z,��e−iz�·�ua−ub�

�ei�·�r1−r2�e−iz�2/k,

nd E�1� and E�2� are defined as above. These calculations
ill, in general, be difficult, due to the eightfold angular

pectrum integral required as well as known challenges
n defining higher-order coherence functions in the space-
requency domain.19 Fourth-order propagation character-
stics will be considered in more detail in future work.
. EXAMPLES
e illustrate the effectiveness of our theory by consider-

ng the propagation of several well-known classes of
eams. In all cases, the turbulence is modeled by the von
arman spectrum,17 given by the relation

�n��� = 0.33Cn
2
exp�− �2/�m

2 �

��2 + �0
2�11/6

, �4.1�

here Cn
2 =10−14 m−2/3, �m=5.92/ lm, with inner scale lm

1 mm, and �0=1/ l0, with outer scale l0=10 m.

. Coherent Gaussian Beams
fully coherent Gaussian beam in the source plane is

iven by the expression

U0�r,�� = U0 exp�−
r2

2�2� , �4.2�

here U0 is the amplitude and � is the width of the beam;
t is to be noted that both parameters may, in general, de-
end on frequency �. On substituting from Eq. (4.2) into

ig. 2. Intensity profile of a typical coherent Gaussian beam,
ith �=3 cm, at propagation distances L=1000 m and L
1500 m. The solid curve is the angular spectrum result, while

he dashed curve is based on a standard method. The dashed–
otted curve shows the profile of the beam in the absence of
urbulence.
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q. (2.4), the angular spectrum is readily found to be
iven by the formula

a�u,�� =
�2

2�
U0 exp�−

k2u2�2

2 � . �4.3�

his formula may be substituted into Eq. (2.7) and nu-
erically evaluated to determine the cross-spectral den-

ity of the field at any propagation distance L through the
tmosphere. Figure 2 shows the radial intensity profile of
he Gaussian beam at distances L=1000 m and L
1500 m from the source plane, with �=2 cm. The solid
urve is based on our angular spectrum calculation, while
he dashed curve is based on a standard approximate
ethod of calculating Gaussian beam propagation.16 Ex-

ellent agreement can be seen between the curves. The
ashed–dotted curve shows the profile of the beam in the
bsence of turbulence.

. Gaussian Schell-Model Beams
he cross-spectral density function of a Gaussian Schell-
odel beam (Ref. 9, Subsection 5.6.4) in the source plane

s given by

W0�r1,r2,�� = I0 exp�−
r1

2 + r2
2

2�I
2 exp�−

�r2 + r1�2

2��
2  ,

�4.4�

here I0 is the on-axis intensity, �I is the rms width of the
ntensity, and �� is the correlation length of the field. On
ubstituting from Eq. (4.4) into Eq. (2.12), one obtains for
he angular correlation function the expression

A�u1,u2,�� =
1

8�2I0�I
2�2 exp�−

k2�u2 + u1�2�I
2

4 
�exp�−

k2�u2
2 − u1

2��2

8  , �4.5�

here

�2 =
1

2� 1

4�I
2 +

1

2��
2�−1

. �4.6�

e may substitute from Eq. (4.5) into Eq. (3.13) and nu-
erically evaluate the resulting integral to determine the

ross-spectral density of the field at any propagation dis-
ance through the atmosphere. Figure 3 shows the radial
ntensity profile of a Gaussian Schell-model beam at L
500 m and L=1000 m from the source plane, with �I
2 cm and ��=2 mm. The labeling of the curves is the
ame as in Fig. 2. It can be seen that there is excellent
greement again between the angular spectrum method
nd the standard method of calculation. Also, it is to be
oted that there is less difference between the beam pro-
le in free space and turbulence as compared to the coher-
nt case, a rough indication that partially coherent beams
re less affected by the turbulence.

. Nondiffracting Beams
n recent years, so-called nondiffracting beams (so named
ecause an ideal example will not spread on propagation;
lso referred to as Bessel beams) have been studied exten-
ively and hold promise for a number of applications.9

mong the intriguing properties of such beams is their
bility to self-reconstruct after diffraction by a semitrans-
arent obstacle.11 This property has led a number of
uthors12,13 to suggest that nondiffracting beams are less
ffected by turbulence than Gaussian beams and plane
aves.
We have applied the angular spectrum method to study

he intensity profile of ideal nondiffracting beams on
ropagation. The field of such a beam in the source plane
s given by

U0�r,�� = A0J0�k�r��, �4.7�

here J0 is the Bessel function of the first kind and order
ero and r0=2.40/k is the radius of the center lobe of the
eam.
The angular spectrum of such a beam can be found us-

ng Eq. (2.4) to be given by the formula,

a�u,�� = A0��k�u� − k�, �4.8�

here � is a delta function.

ig. 3. Intensity profile of a typical Gaussian Schell-model
eam, with �I=3 cm and ��=1 cm, at propagation distances L
1000 m and L=1500 m. The solid curve is the angular spectrum
esult, while the dashed curve is based on a standard method.
he dashed–dotted curve shows the profile of the beam in the ab-
ence of turbulence.
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Figure 4 shows the radial intensity profile of a beam
ith r0=1 cm for various propagation distances. This
eam is much more influenced by turbulence than the co-
erent Gaussian beam considered earlier; the on-axis in-
ensity of the Gaussian beam is reduced to roughly 70% of
ts initial value by 1500 m, while the on-axis intensity of
he Bessel beam is reduced to roughly 35% by 1500 m.

For a beam with r0=3 cm, however, the propagation be-
avior is significantly improved. Figure 5 shows the ra-
ial intensity profile of the beam at various distances. The
n-axis intensity of the beam is reduced to only 75% by
500 m, a significant improvement over the Gaussian
ase.

This behavior is markedly different from that of a co-
erent Gaussian beam, for which a wider beam corre-
ponds to a shorter degradation-free path. In contrast, for
n ideal Bessel beam, a wider beam corresponds to a
onger degradation-free path. Our results suggest that a
essel beam can show resistance in turbulence, but that

his resistance is highly dependent on the beam width.
The results shown here are for an ideal Bessel beam,

hich is unrealizable in practice due to its infinite

ig. 4. Intensity profile of a nondiffracting beam, with r0
1 cm, for different propagation distances L.

ig. 5. Intensity profile of a nondiffracting beam, with r0
3 cm, for different propagation distances L.
nergy—it is expected that the performance of a realistic
essel beam will be limited also by its finite free-space
preading.

. CONCLUDING REMARKS
e have developed a technique based on the angular

pectrum representation of the fields and on the Rytov ap-
roximation for the calculation of the second-order statis-
ical properties of arbitrary coherent and partially coher-
nt beamlike fields. Our method is valid in the regime of
eak atmospheric fluctuations; however, it can be, in
rinciple, applied for any model of the atmospheric power
pectrum. Moreover, for a chosen model of power spec-
rum and for the fixed propagation path, the basic quan-
ities of the Rytov theory [i.e., the statistical moments E�1�

nd E�2� for a pair of plane waves] are calculated only once
nd can be tabulated. The cross-spectral density of the
eam (and, hence, various beam characteristics of inter-
st, e.g., the intensity, the beam spread, the degree of co-
erence) can then be evaluated for different classes of
eams. We have suggested that the same method also
orks for the calculation of the higher-order moments of

he beam, subject to the additional evaluation of the sta-
istical moment E�3� (see Ref. 17, p. 106).

The results presented in this paper might result in the
mprovement of the quality of the imaging systems and
ommunication systems operating over turbulent chan-
els, as the suggested method provides a fast tool for se-

ecting and/or adjusting a beam source optimal for the
hosen atmospheric path.

PPENDIX A: DERIVATION OF E„1… AND E„2…

OR A PAIR OF TILTED PLANE WAVES
n this appendix, we derive the expressions for E�1� and
�2� given in the paper. We first note that the first-order
ytov approximation for a tilted plane wave has been de-
ived previously.20,21 This expression is given by the for-
ula


u
�1��r,�� = − ik�

0

L

dz�� d2�gn�z,��exp�− i�L − z�u · ��

�exp�i� · r�exp�−
i�L − z�

2k
�2 , �A1�

here k=2� /� is the wavenumber, � is the wavelength,
nd gn�z ,�� is the two-dimensional Fourier transform of
he fluctuating part n1�r ,z� of the refractive index n�r ,z�,
.e.,

gn�z,�� =
1

4�2 �� n1�r,z�exp�− i� · r�. �A2�

he fluctuating part of the refractive index n1 is assumed
o have zero mean; this implies that

�
u
�1��r,��	 = 0. �A3�

We now apply the method of cumulants to the phase
actor in Eq. (3.2), and it is straightforward to show that
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�exp��u1

�1�*�r1,�� + �u1

�2�*�r1,�� + �u2

�1��r2,�� + �u2

�2��r2,���	

= exp���u1

�2�*�r1,�� + �u2

�2��r2,��	

+
1

2
���u1

�1�*�r1,�� + �u2

�1��r2,���2	 , �A4�

here only terms of second order in the refractive index
ave been retained. The terms of this formula may be re-
rranged into the form

�exp��u1

�1�*�r1,�� + �u1

�2�*�r1,�� + �u2

�1��r2,�� + �u2

�2��r2,���	

= exp���u1

�2�*�r1,�� +
1

2
��u1

�1�*�r1,���2 + �u2

�2��r2,��

+
1

2
��u2

�1��r2,���2�exp���u1

�1�*�r1,���u2

�1��r2,��	�.

�A5�

The average of the right-most term may be determined
n a straightforward way, using Eq. (A1) and the defini-
ion of the refractive index power spectrum,

2��n�z,����z − z����2��� − ��� = �gn
*�z�,���gn�z,��	,

�A6�

nd takes on the form

��u1

�1�*�r1,���u2

�1��r2,��	 = 4�k2�
0

L

dz�� d2��n�z,��

�exp�iz�u1 − u2� · � + i� · �r2 − r1��.

�A7�

his expression is exactly E�2�, as given in Eq. (3.5). To
valuate the left-most term of Eq. (A5), we need to deter-
ine the second-order Rytov approximation for a tilted

lane wave. It can be shown that the first- and second-
rder Rytov approximations, ��1� and ��2�, are related to
he first- and second-order Born approximations 
�1� and
�2� by the formulas

�u
�1��r,�� 
 
u

�1��r,��, �A8�

�u
�2��r,��
u

�2��r,�� −
1

2

u

�1�2�r,��. �A9�

his latter equation can then be written as


u
�2��r,�� = �u

�2��r,�� +
1

2
�u

�1�2�r,��, �A10�

hich is exactly the left-most term of Eq. (A5). The
econd-order Born approximation can be shown to have
he expression

u
�2��r,�� = −

ik3

2�
�

0

L

dz�
0

z

dz��� d2s�� d2��� d2��

�exp�ik�L − z��exp� ik�s − r�

2�L − z�exp�iuz�z − L��

�exp�iku · �s − r��

�exp�i�� + ��� · s�gn�z,��gn�z�,���

�exp�− i�z − z��u · ���exp�−
− i�z − z��

2k
��2 .

�A11�

he ensemble average of this quantity can be evaluated
sing the complementary formula for the refractive index
ower spectrum,

2��n�z,����z − z����2��� + ��� = �gn�z�,���gn�z,��	,

�A12�

nd by evaluating the integral of the spatial variable s.
e are left with the expression


u
�2��r,�� = − 4k2�

0

L

dz�
0

	

�d��n�z,k�.

e define this expression as 2E�1� and we have completed
he derivation of Eq. (3.4).
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